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DAY 0: US-AUSTRALIA CITY EXCHANGE ON INNOVATION ECOSYSTEMS 

KICKS OFF IN SAN FRANCISCO 

The US-Australia City Exchange on Innovation Ecosystems has kicked off in San 
Francisco. 

Twenty delegates from New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia have arrived 
in San Francisco to take part in the Exchange, presented by the Future Cities 
Collaborative, an initiative of the United States Studies Centre at the University of 
Sydney. 

The Exchange coincides with the Australian Federal Government launching 
the National Innovation and Science Agenda to embrace new ideas in innovation, 
harness new sources of growth, and challenge city-shapers to look for new ways to 
transform our cities and create a modern, dynamic, 21st century economy. 

With Federal, State and Local Governments all seeking to encourage and expand 
the innovation economy in Australia, there has never been a better time to look to 
the United States for lessons on how to plan, finance, implement and support 
innovation districts in our cities. The Exchange will examine the various elements 
that contribute to the success of an innovation district – from the physical 
infrastructure to the social, economic and cultural shifts that need to occur to create 
a thriving innovation ecosystem that generates jobs in the new economy. With 
limited public resources available to achieve this change, city-shapers will need to 
learn how to create and sustain successful districts that can contribute to the new 
economy, provide housing and civic amenities, and renew inner-city precincts into 
world-class urban areas that are vibrant, connected, competitive, and resilient 
places. 

Delegates were warmly welcomed to San Francisco by Mr Laki Kondylas, NSW 
Trade Commissioner for North America, and Jacinta McCann, Executive Vice 
President of our sponsoring partner AECOM who described the San Francisco and 
Bay area as having a hypercharged economy that is changing the face of the city 
and is a great place for us to examine and learn from. 



First stop tomorrow is the City of Emeryville, located on the East Bay and home to 
Pixar, where Charlie Bryant, Community Development Director, will lead us through 
the story of the re-vitalisation of the mid-sized town into an innovation and tech hub. 

Stay tuned for daily posts on the Exchange.  

DAY 1: SAN FRANCISCO AND EAST BAY - WATERFRONT HUBS OF 

INNOVATION 

 
Delegates on the US-Australia City Exchange on Innovation Ecosystems, presented 
by the Future Cities Collaborative, an initiative of the United States Studies Centre at 
the University of Sydney, were today immersed in three different innovation 
precincts, each offering different perspectives to learn from. 

The first stop was over the Bay Bridge to the mid-sized City of Emeryville, located 
on the East Bay and home to Pixar Animation studios and a range of biotech, 
medical and software companies, where the group met Charlie Bryant, Community 
Development Director for the City of Emeryville. 

“The little city that could”, as described by Mayor Dianne Martinez, is a remarkable 
story of transformation from a declining industrial city of 3km2 to a thriving hub of 
innovation. Emeryville is a centre for regional employment, home to 11,000 citizens, 
a workforce of 20,000 and with connections to three world-class universities 
of University of California Berkeley, Stanford University, and University of 
California San Francisco (UCSF). 



 
Mayor of Emeryville, Dianne Martinez, addressing the delegation 

The intermodal transport centre at EmeryStation, created through a public private 
alliance, which was the first new railway station constructed in 60 years, was central 
to Emeryville's success. It provides links to interstate and city transit systems plus 
the local Emery Go-Round, seeing over 100,000 passengers pass through the 
station each day. 

  

 
EmeryStation 

Conceived by Wareham Development, EmeryStation Campus, a multi-tenanted, 
mixed-use campus, is at the heart of the Emeryville innovation ecosystem. It 
provides 12 “distinguished buildings for noble and Nobel scientists” as passionate 
citizen and CEO of Wareham Development, Rich Robbins described. The series of 
pre-certified LEED GOLD state-of-the-art research and development buildings 
provide public and private groups unique opportunities to collaborate, share 
resources and learn from each other. 

 

 



 

 

Rich Robbins, CEO of Wareham Development; Jed Gunn, from the Tonsley Redevelopment in South Australia; and Simon Manoski, 

Bankstown; in EmeryStation Campus East 

EmeryStation East has become the acknowledged centre of clean energy and 
anchors the EmeryStation campus to the east while providing much-needed 
research space for the East Bay Biotech Corridor in life, physical and nano sciences. 
With Rich Robbins and Judy Wetterer, Communications Director at Wareham 
Development, we explored the myriad of companies growing here including 
the Joint BioEnergy Institute (JBEI) and Nano Precision Medical.  

 
Nano Precision Medical co-founders, Adam Mendelsohn, Kate Fisher and Rich Robbins                   Joint BioEnergy Institute scientist 

This transformation and the continued growth of the City is underpinned by a 
consistently aligned political vision for the new Emeryville, together with a strong 
desire to collaborate with private partners who are in it for the long term. 

San Francisco’s Mission Bay district, in contrast, is a large master planned 
precinct, anchored by the University of California San Francisco (UCSF). It was also 
an old industrial precinct, and is set to create more than 30,000 new permanent 
jobs, in addition to hundreds of ongoing construction jobs. Development began in 
2000 and will take place over 20 to 30 years. The total development cost for Mission 
Bay is expected to exceed $4 billion USD. 



Michelle E. de Guzman  , Development Specialist from the Office of Community 
Investment and Infrastructure, led us on a walking tour of the area. The precinct is 
connected by transit through Muni’s new Third Street Light Rail system, bus lines 
and the regional-serving rail Caltrain. This will support the new UCSF research 
campus containing 246,000m2 of building space on 17 hectares of land donated by 
the master developer and the City, as well as the future UCSF Hospital Complex 
and the development of office, life science and biotechnology commercial space. 

With such a long development horizon, key elements of the precinct are being 
planned to create a thriving place including 6000 new housing units of which 28% 
are affordable, a new 500-student public school with STEM curriculum, a new 
public library, new fire and police stations and other community facilities. 

 
Michelle de Guzman leading the group on a walking tour of Mission Bay District 

Finally, the day concluded with a different waterfront experience at Hunters Point 
Shipyard and Candlestick Point, which comprises 700 acres of decommissioned 
naval shipyards along San Francisco’s south-eastern shore which has an existing 
artist and African American local community. The integrated development project 
conducted by Lennar Corporation is an ambitious and significant project designed 
to provide market-rate and affordable housing, green space, civic amenities, 
commercial and retail space, and an Urban Innovation District which will be an 
incubator for new businesses and a space for artists and makers. A partnership 
with San Francisco State University (SFSU) will bring innovation and the arts into 
conversation together. 



 
Creative, Curiosity, Community 

Kofi Bonner, nonresident senior fellow in the Metropolitan Policy Program at 
Brookings and Director at Lennar Corporation, and his team illuminated their vision 
for the master planned precinct that is built on the philosophy of “How do we build 
for change?”. With such a long development program, Kofi explained that it is vital 
to future-proof the planning process to “ensure that we are putting the right 
components in place and that they are coming together at the right time." 

 
Kofi Bonner, nonresident senior fellow in the Metropolitan Policy Program at Brookings and Director of Urban Land at Lennar Corporation 

This approach has shaped all aspects of the development. Places have been 
planned to facilitate the collision of ideas that are needed for innovation including 
selecting a technology partner to help shape a high tech mode of living and working; 
providing 1000GB fibre to homes; developing smart community and smart home 
applications; securing an education anchor and local curriculums to attract 
innovators and, importantly, to develop the STEM skills and knowledge in the local 
community; and forging partnerships with utility providers to develop an eco-district 
to provide alternative energy systems to power the precinct. 

“As all of these components come together they will spawn the innovation district,” 
said Kofi. 



 
Kofi Bonner, Cheryl, Jaqui and Kate from Lennar Corporation; Charles Bryant, City of Emeryville; and the delegation 

So, the group has examined three different examples of innovation precincts in San 
Francisco and East Bay each with different catalysts and time horizons for 
development. Tomorrow, we will see what’s happening in Seattle. 

Thank you to all of our San Francisco partners for generously hosting our 
delegation.  

 

DAY 2: SEATTLE - SOUTH LAKE UNION AND UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

Fortunately, the sun shone on delegates from the US-Australia City Exchange on 
Innovation Ecosystems when they arrived in Seattle (the city only averages 164 
days of sunshine per year). The Exchange is presented by the Future Cities 
Collaborative, an initiative of the United States Studies Centre at the University of 
Sydney. 

We were met at the South Lake Union Discovery Centre in the heart of South Lake 
Union, by Jim Holmes and Patrice Carroll, from the City of Seattle. 



 

Jim Holmes, City of Seattle and the delegation examining the South Lake Union district model 

Once full of warehouses and light industrial buildings, South Lake Union is one of 
Seattle’s fastest developing neighbourhoods, and is home to the city's biotech and 
medical research community as well as Amazon’s new campus.  Joining these 
developments is a slew of up-and-coming restaurants, coffee shops and retailers 
who have recently moved into the growing neighbourhood. 

 

South Lake Union public plaza and throughway 

This neighbourhood has been planned carefully. As a result, it has yielded 
exceptional liveable, walkable spaces with effective active transport options and a 
local street car route.   



 

South Lake Union Street Car 

The explosive growth of Amazon in South Lake Union has been the driving force 
behind the rapid development of the precinct. It has attracted a talent pool along 
with other tech companies who want to capitalize on the fertile environment for 
collaboration, innovation and growth; Google is set to move into the precinct soon. 

 

Amazon.com Phase IV of development 

From South Lake Union, we explored the University District and The University of 
Washington (UW), named the world’s fourth most innovative university by Reuters 
(behind only Stanford, MIT, and Harvard).  



 

University of Washington (UW) grounds 

UW recognises that innovation ecosystems are anchored by top universities that 
promote research, assist in commercialisation, and act as a platform for new 
businesses. 

 

Startup Hall 

Arriving at Startup Hall, we were welcomed by Jen Davison, Program Manager 
at Urban@UW, which is a new initiative focussed on bringing collaborative thinking 
to urban problems with an inclusive data driven approach; Nathan Duam, Managing 
Director, of Startup Hall; Bill Howe, Associate Director of the eScience Institute at 
University of Washington, and leader of the MetroLab Network project in partnership 
with the City of Seattle; and Sally Clark, former City of Seattle council member and 
now Director of Regional and Community Relations at UW.   



 

Startup Hall innovators at work. 

Here we learned how UW was directing its deep innovation philosophy to bring 
about collaboration with city leaders and affect change at the community and local 
government level. Start Up Hall is not only a place for people who want to see if 
their ideas can be commercialised, but a place where community and city leaders 
co-create solutions to urban problems using technology and open data. 

Our next stop at UW was the CoMotion Incubator lab. Elizabeth Scallon, the 
energetic and commanding Associate Director, exposed the core driver of 
theCoMotion lab as a desire to support real innovators who are hungry to convert 
their ideas into profitable ventures and show the impact of research and new 
technologies on the broader society. “We deliver the tools and connections that UW 
researchers and students need to accelerate the impact of their innovations,” 
Scallon said.  

 

 

Elizabeth Scallon, Associate Director of CoMotion Incubator Lab, speaking to the delegation 

Space is competitive at the CoMotion lab because it is globally recognized. 
Tenants secure their space after a selection process that includes demonstrating 
that they can fund the rent, sometimes via equity or a rent-for-space model. 
Continual commitment and effort is required by tenants to deliver business 
progress, and to ensure that CoMotion achieves well against KPIs which include 
the number of graduating businesses and funding raised.  



UW, a public university, is a national leader in university technology transfer and has 
expertise in models for distribution, managing software and digital assets, IP 
planning and protection, and licenses and negotiation. It is impacting society far 
beyond its walls through collaboration and innovation, driving jobs and better 
outcomes for the city and the global community it serves. 

This was an exciting and inspirational visit.  

Thank you to all of our Seattle partners for generously hosting our delegation, 
especially Jim Holmes from City of Seattle and Professor Don Miller from UW for 
their curation of the agenda. 

• View photos of the Exchange here 
• Follow us @FutureCitiesAU  

DAY 5-7: BOSTON'S INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM 

 
The second week of the US-Australia City Exchange on Innovation Ecosystems, 
presented by the Future Cities Collaborative, an initiative of the United States 
Studies Centre at the University of Sydney, took the delegation to the East Coast. 
Our first stop was Boston. With Massachusetts attracting the second largest market 
for venture capital investment in the United States, there is a vast and active 
innovation ecosystem in the Greater Boston area.  

On our first day in Boston, we were hosted by the Venture Café Foundation whose 
mission is to build and connect innovation communities locally, nationally, and 
internationally; expand the definition of innovation and entrepreneurship; and build a 
more inclusive innovation economy. The Venture Café Foundation enhances and 
accelerates the innovation process by providing spaces, programs, and mentoring 
to those participating in Boston’s innovation economy. It was an amibitious goal to 
get a sense of the innovation ecosystem in the Greater Boston area in one day, but 
the Venture Café Foundation were excellent in pulling together five diverse 
elements of the ecosystem. 



 

District Hall, Boston Seaport Innovation District 

The day began in the Boston Seaport Innovation District, an initiative to transform 
1,000 acres of the South Boston waterfront into an urban environment that fosters 
innovation, collaboration, and entrepreneurship. The Innovation District contains the 
largest tract of underdeveloped land in the city of Boston, and is a masterplanned 
effort to revitalise the waterfront, provide jobs and economic growth, deliver new 
housing, and ultimately, foster a new site for the innovation ecosystem in Boston to 
take root. 

We started with a panel discussion at District Hall located in the heart of the Boston 
Seaport Innovation District. District Hall is a civic facility run by the Venturé Cafe 
Foundation to provide the innovation ecosystem a physical space where all its 
elements can interact. Here, we heard from Jascha Franklin-Hodge, the Chief 
Information Officer at the City of Boston; Rory Cuddyer, Startup Manager at the 
City of Boston; Nigel Jacob, the co-founder of the Mayor’s Office of New Urban 
Mechanics at the City of Boston; and Nicole Fichera, the General Manager of the 
Venture Café Foundation. 

 

Panel Discussion at District Hall: Kevin Wiant, Venture Café Foundation; Jascha Franklin-Hodge, CIO, City of Boston; Nicole Fichera, Venture 

Café Foundation; Rory Cuddyer, Start Up Manager, City of Boston; and Nigel Jacob, Co-Chair Mayor's Office of New Urban Mechanics. 

The panel discussion was illuminating. All participants shared their views on what is 
driving the current economic boom in Boston. It was clear that there is a lot of 
development energy in Boston and that everyone is focused on creating a 



new innovation economy, building on the existing strengths of the innovation 
ecosystem. The discussion ranged widely, examining the roles of various players 
(city government, non-profits, private sector, universities) in facilitating an innovation 
ecosystem and the importance of both the hard infrastructure of places (Class A 
offices, cheap spaces, co-working spaces, incubators, accelerators, parks, housing 
and retail) and the soft infrastructure (meet-ups of entrepreneurs, events at 
startups, and networks of mentors). The discussion also turned to the importance of 
having a civic vision to unite people behind a cause such as an innovation 
ecosystem. 

From District Hall, we travelled to a world-leading example of a start-up 
accelerator, MassChallenge. Housed in an old warehouse in the docklands area, its 
objectives are to promote innovation, collaboration and commercialization; address 
the seed-stage investment gap to empower novice entrepreneurs; and provide 
entrepreneurs with educational opportunities. MassChallenge receives submissions 
from budding entrepreneurs around the world who seek admission into their four-
month program, which provides a co-working space, mentors, and opportunities to 
grow and expand their business. 

Home to MassChallenge in Boston  

The program culminates in a pitch competition with the winning team receiving a 
cash prize to inject into their business. The 835 alumni of MassChallenge have 
generated 6503 jobs, and have raised $524M in capital. 73% of the businesses that 
participate in the program are still in business. The MassChallenge model of a non-
profit accelerator that supports the growth of new businesses has been expanded 
to other cities around the world with similar success stories. It is a foundational part 
of the economic development delivered by the innovation ecosystem in Greater 
Boston that follows when a range of new businesses are given assistance and a 
platform to turn their ideas into reality. 



 

Co-Founders of Lumii, Matt Hirsch and Tom Baran, prize winners of the 2015 MassChallenge Cohort 

From MassChallenge, we travelled through to the Roxbury Innovation 
Centre. Located in a traditionally poorer part of Boston that has largely been 
overlooked by the economic boom, the Roxbury Innovation Centre is a mix of a 
community centre and an innovation hub. The Roxbury Innovation Centre is run by 
the Venture Café Foundation as a non-profit, which focuses on local economic 
development and encouraging innovation and entrepreneurship. Here the 
discussion was focused on how to ensure all citizens in every community rise with 
the economic boom brought about by the innovation ecosystem. 

 

Alessandra Brown is Program Manager at Roxbury Innovation Center. 

The Roxbury Innovation Centre, located in the same building as the Boston Public 
Schools Administration, is very focused on equipping local residents with the skills 
necessary to participate in the innovation economy. It was a great example of an 
innovation centre acting as a 21st century community centre. 

Next on our tour of the Greater Boston innovation ecosystem was a short stop at 
the Cambridge Innovation Centre (CIC Cambridge). Located adjacent to 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Kendall Square, CIC 
Cambridge is the largest co-working space in the world, and is focused on 
providing support to start-ups. With a number of locations across the United 
States, CIC Cambridge offers several different subscriptions to startups and other 
companies who have outgrown their garages, lounge rooms, or the incubators that 
launched them, and provides a model whereby these companies can enter flexible 



leases on flexible spaces. They can be located close to places they want to be, 
without the price prohibiting their participation. Whilst co-working spaces aren’t 
new, CIC’s model has proven to be economically successful and replicable. It is 
leading the way towards coworking spaces becoming the new office norm. 

 

CIC Cambridge co-working space 

Lastly, Kevin Wiant from Venture Café Foundation organised a dinner for our 
delegation with players from across the Greater Boston area’s innovation 
ecosystem. CIC Cambridge, MassChallenge, the City of Boston, the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and Microsoft were all represented. Each 
stakeholder talked about what the key elements of innovation were to them. It was 
shown how these elements are held in a balance to create the thriving innovation 
ecosystem we witnessed that day. 

Our second day in Boston took a macro view of the innovation ecosystem, and 
focused on exploring how its supply and demand sides has been seeded in 
Boston. Pratap Talwar from Thompson Design Group and MIT lead the day. In 
the morning he focused on exploring the opportunities and challenges of a 
redevelopment authority-lead model for economic development. This included 
uncovering the various planning and regulatory frameworks in the city that had given 
rise to the current land-use planning and real estate realities. 

Pratap took the delegation through the history of the Boston Redevelopment 
Agency and explained how planning on a citywide scale had been conducted to 
date, and why the eventual outcomes had been 



delivered. 

 

Pratap Talwar explaining the " Big Dig" in City of Cambridge 

The afternoon was spent at MIT looking at the supply side of the innovation 
ecosystem. We met with Joe Chung and Jeet Singh from Redstar Ventures who 
explained to us the realities of starting, owning, floating, and selling a successful 
startup. They further explained the ecosystem from the entrepreneur’s point of view. 
The switch in perspective provoked questions and challenged viewpoints whilst 
reconfirming others. It was a chance to test our assumptions against two 
entrepreneurs who have been active in the innovation ecosystem for 30 years. 

Jeet Singh and Joe Chung, Co- Founders of RedStar 

In addition to the talented entrepreneurs supplying the innovation ecosystem, the 
startups need somewhere to be based. This real estate management perspective 
was delivered by Michael Owu from MIT’s Investment Management Company 
(MITIMCo). The company supports MIT through the returns generated from 
investing in the Institute’s financial resources. The returns earned on MIT’s 
investments support a wide array of academic and research activities, and also 
maintains and improves the quality of the innovation environment in Cambridge 
MA, and Greater Boston. They create direct economic support for the Institute and 
ensure it has an appropriate amount of flexible space to accommodate its evolving 
long-term needs. Although MITIMCo is university-operated, their approach to 



strategically investing their assets towards desired outcomes can be used by any 
large land holder towards any strategic outcome.  

MIT Stata Center 

We concluded the day with a rare visit to MIT Media Lab, where we had an insider’s 
tour of the City Science Lab amongst other glimpses into the future. 

Our two days in Boston were educational and inspirational. The vision and narrative 
created by all stakeholders, from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, City of 
Boston and Roxbury community, to the universities such as MIT and non-profits 
such as Venture Café Foundation has created an environment where the hard 
infrastructure is supported by the soft infrastructure (or the “squishy stuff” as 
Nicole from Venture Café Foundation called it). This means that universities, co-
working spaces, accelerator/incubator spaces and community spaces are brought 
together with community groups, meetups, networking nights, favourable regulatory 
environments, and a wealth of generous expertise from those that have gone before. 

What links the favourable assets that make innovation possible in Boston and the 
economic benefits produced by its innovation ecosystem is the ethos of all the 
people involved.  

 

Thank you to all of our Boston partners for generously hosting our delegation, 
especially Kevin Wiant from Venture Café Foundation and Pratap Talwar from MIT 
for assisting in curating the agenda. 

  

DAY 8: NEW YORK - INNOVATIVE URBAN RENEWAL 



 

 

The delegates of the US-Australia City Exchange on Innovation Ecosystems had an 
early start on Day 8, travelling from Boston to New York City to examine its 
innovation ecosystem. The Exchange is presented by the Future Cities 
Collaborative, an initiative of the United States Studies Centre at the University of 
Sydney. 

Our first stop was the New York City Economic Development Corporation 
(NYCEDC). We were greeted by Justin Kreamer, Deputy Director of International 
Affairs and Assistant Vice President for the Center for Economic Transformation 
at NYCEDC. 

 

Delegation at NYCEDC and Justin Kreamer, Assistant Vice President, Center for Economic Transformation; and Gianluca Galletto, Director of 

International Affairs. 

NYCEDC has a multi-pronged approach to advancing jobs in the 21st century, 
starting with strong infrastructure to support the city's neighborhoods. Part 
of NYCEDC's strategy is the newly-formed UrbanTech NYC, aimed at supporting 
entrepreneurs and innovators as they address the City's most pressing urban 
challenges in sectors such as energy, waste, transportation, agriculture and 
water. UrbanTech NYC provides flexible and affordable space, piloting 
opportunities, prototyping and commercialization support, and fosters regional and 
international collaborations. NYCEDC's UrbanTechNYC program compliments their 
wider Digital.NYC strategy, which provides an online hub of the New York City 



startup and technology ecosystem; and their Applied Sciences NYC project, which 
supports the expansion of world-class applied sciences and engineering campuses 
in New York City. 

 

A rendering of Roosevelt Island Campus Project 

The Applied Sciences NYC strategy, launched in 2010, seeks to attract and retain 
the best engineering and other STEM disciplines in NYC. The Applied Sciences NYC 
strategy will ensure that the next big innovative ideas emerge in the heart of the city. 
The cornerstone projec of the Applied Sciences NYC is the Roosevelt Island 
Campus Project. On December 19, 2011, Mayor Michael Bloomberg, Cornell 
University President David Skorton, and Technion-Israel Institute of Technology 
President Peretz Lavie announced a historic partnership to build a $2 billion, two-
million-square-foot applied science and engineering campus on Roosevelt Island, 
the Cornell Tech Innovation Institute. It will contribute to nearly double the number 
of full-time graduate engineering students when it is completed. NYCEDC has 
offered to provide City-owned land, a seed investment of City capital, and the full 
support of its administration to make this project a reality. In addition to the 
Roosevelt Island site, the City will provide $100 million in City capital to assist with 
site infrastructure, construction, and related costs. By 2046, it is expected that the 
strategy will generate $33.2 billion in economic impact, create 48,000 permanent 
and construction jobs, and foster approximately 1,000 spin off companies. 

 

Tom McKnight, Executive Vice President and Head of Planning, Development, and Transportation, NYCDC, addresses the delegation 



A key part of the holistic approach to advancing 21st century jobs and supporting the 
innovation econcomy is building dynamic neighborhoods. Tom McKnight, 
Executive Vice President and Head of Planning, Development, and Transportation, 
illuminated this by discussing how leading with mixed use neighborhood 
development and improved amenity, both soft and hard infrastructure, created the 
necessary attraction for people and business to otherwise unappealing declining 
industrial locations, which would in the future spawn new hubs of innovation. 

Following our talks with NYCEDC, we met with Friends of the High Line, Julie 
Twitmyer, Chief Executive Officer, and Robert Hammond, Co-Founder and 
Executive Director, who shared the story of The High Line. Owned by the City of 
New York, The High Line is a public park maintained, operated, and programmed 
by Friends of the High Line, in partnership with the New York City Department of 
Parks & Recreation. Its development has been a magnet for New Yorkers and 
visitors alike as well as large tech firms such as Google and Samsung. Lastest 
modelling has shown that the initial $USD150 million cost of creating The High Line 
will contribute $USD2 billion in economic development to the surrounding 
neighbourhoods. Facing onto The High Line, the Whitney Museum has recently 
opened in a new Renzo Piano designed building, contributing to the vibrancy of the 
district. 

 

Robert Hammond and the delegation on the High Line 

Looking back on our first day in NYC, the conversations have been centered on 
people and the development of talent at all levels. From the education system, 
focused on STEM disciplines, to the attraction and retention of talent through 
vibrant neighborhoods and institutions, to great amenities (both digital and 
“analogue”), NYC has opened our eyes to some of the key elements of a very 
successful innnovation ecosystem. 

  

Thank you to all of our New York City partners for generously hosting our delegation, 
especially Justine Kreamer, NYCEDC, and Julie Twitmyer and Robert Hammond 
from the High Line. 

 

DAY 9: PHILADELPHIA - A SHARED VISION FOR INNOVATION 



 
Leaving New York City for the day, the delegates of the US-Australia City Exchange 
on Innovation Ecosystems, travelled by train to Philadelphia to meet with several 
leading anchor institutions, including the University of Pennsylvania and Drexel 
University. The Exchange is presented by the Future Cities Collaborative, an 
initiative of the United States Studies Centre at the University of Sydney. 

Philadelphia is one of two pilot sites for the new Bass Initiative on Innovation and 
Placemaking, a project founded by Anne T. and Robert M. Bass, to bring together 
the Brookings Institution’s Metropolitan Policy Program with Project for Public 
Spaces (PPS). The collaboration aims to distil practice-based lessons on innovation 
and placemaking to help local leaders better understand their assets, and develop 
strategies for vibrant and innovative mixed-use districts. 

The day began at The Porch at 30th Street Station, a new public space that 
transformed the underutilised parking area next to the station into a premier, 
pedestrian-friendly plaza. We were met by Ethan Kent, Senior Vice 
President, PPS; Alan Greenberger, former Deputy Mayor for Planning and Economic 
Development, City of Philadelphia and current Distinguished Teaching Professor in 
the Department of Architecture and Interiors at Drexel University; Jennifer Vey, Co-
Director of the Bass Initiative on Innovation and Placemaking, Brookings 
Institution; Meg Walker, Vice President and Director of Design, PPS; and Nathan F. 
Hommel, Director of Planning and Design, University City District (UCD). 

  

Ethan Kent, Project for Public Spaces, Nathan Hommel, University City District, Meg Walker, Project for Public Spaces, and Jennifer Vey, 

Brookings Institution at The Porch 



Nathan Hommel led the delegation with a walking tour of the District where we 
learned of the successes and challenges in creating premium and safe pedestrian- 
and cycle-friendly spaces in an area where there is a convergence of major arterials 
from Philadelphia’s industrial heritage.  

 

Left: Nathan Hommel UCD, leading the delegation through the University District. Right: Walking through University City District 

The walking tour took us to University City District (UCD). Arriving at its 
headquarters, Tony Sorrentino, Executive Director, Office of the Vice President at 
theUniversity of Pennsylvania (UPenn), embodied the focus and intensity that 
drives the success in Philadelphia. He explained that to further embrace success in 
Philadelphia, it is necessary to “shake off the vestiges of its industrial economy and 
embrace the future of the innovation economy". A key part of this was re-
envisioning the university campus so that it was “outward facing” and a part of the 
community. The resulting campus plan systematically set about transforming the 
campus from one with an oversupply of surface parking lots to a vibrant urban 
experience with mixed-use development. The campus has links to the City Centre 
that re-connects it with the neighborhood and attracts people and firms. 

 

Tony Sorrentino, UPenn 

The President and Trustees of UPenn have set the vision to be inclusive, innovative, 
and impactful, and require all "to be accountable and responsible to the community 
they serve and be good citizens of the neighborhood." Underpinned by strong 
collaborative leadership, the District’s actors, in particular the anchor institutions 
like UPenn and Drexel University, have a strong sense of accountability to bring 



communities recovering from industrial decline along with them on the innovation 
journey. 

Alan Greenberger, former Deputy Mayor of Philadelphia, and currently a 
Distinguished Teaching Professor in the Department of Architecture and Interiors at 
Drexel University, also shared his insights with the delegation. He explained that the 
percent of graduates retained in the area rose from 26 percent in 2006 to 48 percent 
in 2016, exceeding rates in Boston. The vibrancy, geographical location, and good 
connectivity are key factors for the retention. However, there are still 81,000people 
living in “islands of poverty”, Alan explained. Institutions in the district have a series 
of programs to bridge this gap, including programs to increase employment at the 
universities, such as the Philadelphia Skills Initiatives and STEM education in local 
schools. 

The glue that brings the diverse parties together is UCD, under the leadership of 
Executive Director, Matt Bergheiser. Set up as a special service district, UCD is a 
quasi-government organisation that is funded by voluntary contributions from each 
key institution. In addition to its local employment programs, it focuses on mixed-
use development and undertakes a range of placemaking initiatives to grow, attract, 
and retain talent to fuel the innovation economy and build an inclusive 
neighborhood. Given this platform, it is understandable why Philadelphia was 
selected as a pilot location for the Bass Initiative for Innovation and Placemaking. 

Following an introduction to placemaking principals from Ethan Kent 
of PPS, Jennifer Vey from the Brookings Institution confirmed what we had 
observed, that “the ‘audit’ of the District’s innovation ecosystem reveals some key 
strengths from which to grow and advance its global and regional role”. According 
to Jennifer, there are “several opportunities to develop its position as a global 
innovation hub and increase its regional and local economic impact”. 

  

Jennifer Vey, Co-Director of Brookings Institution's Bass Initiative on Innovation and Placemaking 

Over the remaining six months of the Bass Initiative on Innovation and 
Placemaking's study in Philadelphia, key areas of focus for the District include: 

• Understanding the critical mass of key assets and talented workers needed to 
grow and attract more talent and firms; 

• Questioning whether the District is leveraging its competitive advantage and 
aligning its distinctive assets;  

• Examining its cultural diversity and inclusiveness;  



• Ensuring the District has the physical character and public spaces, namely 
the quality of place, which provides the experiences and connections that 
attract a diversity of firms, people, and other assets;  

• And lastly, looking to see whether the innovation district is connecting the dots 
between people, place, economic clusters, institutions and other actors. 

Our day in Philadelphia provided the delegation with a composite lens through 
which they could evaluate the innovation precincts we have visited during the 
Exchange and to form a plan for their development in Australia. 

  

Thank you to all of our Philadelphia partners for joining the delegation, and 
specifically University City District for generously hosting our delegation and Ethan 
Kent, Project for Public Spaces, and Jennifer Vey, Brookings Institution, for their 
curation of the Bass Initiative for Innovation and Placemaking agenda. 

DAY 10: NEW YORK - DATA DRIVEN SOLUTIONS TO URBAN PROBLEMS 

 
Our last day in New York City focused on data driven solutions to urban problems. 
We focused on the role of the private sector in forming solutions and partnering 
with government to deliver them; and the role of philanthropy in building the 
capacity of elected leaders so they are best able to utilise the data driven solutions 
availble for their pressing urban problems. The Exchange is presented by the Future 
Cities Collaborative, an initiative of the United States Studies Centre at the 
University of Sydney. 

Our last day in New York City focused on data driven solutions to urban problems. 
We started at Sidewalk Labs, part of the Alphabet/Google family, where Chief 
Policy Officer Rit Aggarwala, and Research Associate Marie Buckingham, 
launched the delegation of the US – Australia City Exchange on Innovation 
Ecosystems into the digital phase of the urban revolution which will underpin the 
21st Century economy and provide the amenity for citizens living in innovation 
precincts and beyond. 



 
Rit Aggrawala and Marie Buckingham of Sidewalk Labs address the delegation 

The focus of Sidewalk Labs is the application of data and technology to make 
cities work, identifying opportunities to provide solutions, and forming companies 
to support that work. The initial projects of Sidewalk Labs include Flow, a platform 
to promote the smart optimisation of transit, and LinkNYC, a commercial solution to 
bridge the digital divide and repurpose out-dated infrastructure to connect citizens 
with super-fast public Wi-Fi. 

In a deal with City of New York, Intersection (a company spawned by Sidewalk 
Labs), in partnership with a consortium of experts in technology, media, user 
experience and connectivity, will replace the underutilised pay-phone system with 
new structures called Links. Each Link will provide superfast, free public Wi-Fi, 
phone calls, device charging and a tablet for Internet browsing, access to city 
services, maps and directions. Funded by advertising space sold to neighbouring 
businesses over the 12 year franchise deal, over 7,500 coin operated pay phones in 
New York City will be turned into Links, and will transmit free public Wi-Fi to citizens 
and visitors and a physical interface to access city services and the digital world. 

“We have bridged the digital divide for citizens,” says Rit, as the guiding principle 
behind LinkNYC is not the device, but an innovative and community-first 
approach to providing essential services to the whole city. For many, a $100 a 
month broadband contract is a luxury. LinkNYC removes this barrier and provides 
access to services and information for all citizens regardless of access to a 
smartphone, broadband contract, or connection to a protected Wi-Fi network. 

 



Experimenting with a Link on 3rd Ave. 

Future uses of the ultra fast gigabit Wi-Fi network, which will be seamless across 
the city when fully deployed, are almost endless with citizen interaction, sensor use, 
and equality of access to all, acting platform to provide real insights into city life. 

 
Sandra Baer from Personal Cities joined the delegation over lunch to discuss smart 
cities approaches.  

From Sidewalks Labs, we travelled uptown to be hosted by Bloomberg 
Philanthropies. Among many aims, Bloomberg Philanthropies fosters innovation 
in local government and helps elected leaders solve problems and improve city 
life. The Government Innovation team’s mission is to give cities the support they 
need to innovatively and successfully overcome pressing urban issues. They 
promote public sector innovation capacity and spread proven and promising 
solutions among cities worldwide. They are also strong supporters and encouragers 
the use of Open Data as an enabler for innovation and civic leadership. 

 
Katie Appel Duda from Bloomberg Philanthropies 

At Bloomberg Philanthropies, we heard from Katie Appel Duda, from the 
Government Innovation Team, and Simone Brody, Executive Director of What 
Works Cities initiative. The Government Innovation Teams are dedicated teams 



that help mayors generate better approaches to problems and track their progress 
and impact. The teams rely on data, design thinking, and strong performance 
management to achieve their goals, and are currently in the expansion phase of 
taking their proven approaches and methodologies to scale across the United 
States and Israel. 

In addition to the Government Innovation Teams, Bloomberg Philanthropies has 
launched a dedicated program to build capacity within civic leaders and promote 
innovation solutions to urban problems. The What Works Cities initiative, launched 
in April 2015, is a national initiative to help 100 mid-sized American cities enhance 
their use of data and evidence to improve services, inform local decision-making, 
and engage residents. There are currently 27 cities in the program, who receive 
expert advice and guidance from Bloomberg Philanthropies and their partners, and 
who form an active national network of civic leaders who share learnings, advice, 
and assist in developing best practices for effective city government. 

 
Our delegates listen to Simone Brody discuss What Works Cities 

Our final stop in New York and for the Exchange was with our 
sponsor, AECOM. This was an opportunity for all our delegates to debrief, share 
insights, and hear the perspective of AECOM in building cities that foster innovation, 
economic development, and enhance the civic fabric demanded of 21st century life. 
Special thanks must go to our New York hosts from AECOM: Tom Scerbo, Vice 
President, New York Business Unit Leader – Buildings and Places; Gonzalo Cruz, 
Principal and Design Director, Landscape and Urban Design Studio Leader; and 
Geoffrey Lynch, Vice President and Director of Architecture, New York Metro; and 
many others from AECOM New York for hosting us and contributing to the dialogue 
around cities, innovation, and what lessons there are for Australia from our new 
friends in New York. Thanks also to James Rosenwax, Market Sector Director for 
Cities from AECOM’s Sydney office for driving the conversation and pulling together 
the links between New York’s experiences and Australia’s visions for building 
innovative, dynamic and competitive 21st cities. 



 
Wrapping up with perspectives from our sponsor, AECOM 

Thank you to all of our New York partners for generously hosting our delegation, 
especially Marie Buckingham and Katie Appel Duda. A special thanks to AECOM 
and their New York office for sponsoring the United States – Australia City Exchange 
on Innovation Ecosystems. 

(Hero Image Credit: https://www.link.nyc/) 

	


